Greetings!

As you may know, JHU recently hosted four vendors of potential Coeus replacement software solutions. Those presentations have concluded, and all videos of the sessions are available for viewing at our Coeus Replacement website.

We are especially interested in learning our users’ impressions of the second sessions, “User Functionality.” Viewing at least that section of the software demonstrations and sending in a survey will help us advise senior leadership from an actual use perspective. For example, is it more important to have a robust communication tool between PI and research office, or to have line-by-line guidance through necessary information while constructing a proposal? How important is it to have a dashboard showing reporting versus task guidance? How important is being able to see routing stages and actions?

As you know, ORIS serves our user community and we have your needs in focus as we deliberate and advise. Survey answers are being compiled as to user type (faculty, staff, ORA) and we will be looking for trends and comments that illuminate represented selections. Our users are, in fact, critical to the success of this project.

Thank you for taking the time to review the presentations and offer your important feedback on the represented products! We appreciate your efforts to view and share your feedback by July 12.
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